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WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, rules,
regulations, or policies proposed to or pending before a local, state, or federal governmental body or
agency must first have been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the City Council with the
concurrence of the Mayor; and

WHEREAS, California has historically receive most its crude oil shipments from Alaska or
overseas by tankers arriving at local ports; and

WHERAS, with the expansion of oil drilling in the Baaken region of North Dakota and the
Tar Sands in Canada, and the subsequent transportation of crude oil by train, a shift is occurring in
the source of California oil imports with an estimated 25% of California's crude oil supply expected
arrive by rail; and

WHEREAS, a series of derailments around the country have raised the profile of increased
crude by rail shipments among local, state, and federal officials as large crude oil spills have led to
devastating and deadly fires and explosions; and

WHEREAS, it has been reported that more crude oil was spilled in U.S. rail incidents last
year than was spilled in the nearly four decades since the federal government began collecting data
on such spills; and

WHEREAS, AB 380 and SB 1319 seek to address these concerns by requiring more data
reporting on oil transit by rail, improving emergency response plans and response capabilities,
establishing a fee for rail transit, and related actions; and

WHEREAS, the provisions in AB 380 and SB 1319 are essential to protect the safety of the
City's residents and environment.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the
adoption of this Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2013-2014 State
Legislative Program SUPPORT AB 380 and SB 1319 which would require more data reporting on
oil transit by rail, improve emergency response plans and response capabilities, establish a fee for rail
transit, and adopt other related actions to improve the safety of oil try, sport by rail in Califonria.
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